Find these words in the puzzle. Words are hidden →, ↓, and ↘.

BEACH    SANDALS    SURF
LAKE     SEAGULLS    SWIMSUIT
LIFEGUARD  SEASHELLS  TOWEL
OCEAN      SHOVEL    UMBRELLA
PAIL       SUNBLOCK   VACATION
PICNIC    SUNGLASSES  WAVES
SAND       SUNSHINE    
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Find these words in the puzzle. Words are hidden →, ←, and ↼.

BEACH   LAKES    WAVE
LAKE    LIFEGUARD    ALK
LIFEGUARD  OCEAN    MAL
OCEAN    PAIL    KE
PAIL    PICNIC    GUL
PICNIC    SAND    SWEL
SAND    SEASHELL    TOW
SEASHELL    SHOE    LULL
SHOE    SUNBLOCK    EP
SUNBLOCK    SUNGLASS    BM
SUNGLASS    SUNSHINE    UL
SUNSHINE    SURF    MED
SURF    SWIMSUIT    E
SWIMSUIT    TOWEL    LE
TOWEL    UMBRELLA    VAC
UMBRELLA    VACATION    WAVE
VACATION    WAVES
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